The depiction of where the line for flood waters magically stops in front of the activist’s home proves either the ignorance of the reporter or his wish to sensationalize the complaint for the camera. I saw where you had a FEMA engineer state that the accuracy of what they have for the maps is poor. He is either a moron or you edited out where he said it was the community’s responsibility to maintain their maps. The ugly truth is that too many communities did not manage growth, enforce their laws, maintain their floodplain maps; during the fat years and now whine they do not have the funds to update “their maps.” These same politicians now: blame FEMA, request the Army Corps of Engineers pay for updated detailed studies, or want multi-million dollar investments to fix the problems they themselves created. Just once I wish one of you journalists would take the time to understand the flood insurance program and hold the community leaders accountable.

Bill Finnick, CFM